Madeira Walks Vol 1 & Vol 2
Important Changes to Walking Routes September 2018
Vol 1 Walk 9 - Monte Bom Sucesso Funchal
This trail is temporarily closed due to erosion of the pathways and levada following severe fire
damage in 2016. Unlike most other water channels, this levada is privately owned and therefore
repair work is not at the discretion of the authorities.
Vol 2 Walk 6l Pico do Areeiro Pico Ruivo (PR1 Vereda do Areeiro)
This route is shown as 'Conditioned' on the official Tourism website describing the trail as accessible
along the whole length of the western footpath which passes through tunnels to arrive at Pico Ruivo.
However, the route along the eastern part of the trail via Pico das Torres is temporarily closed. This
situation has been apparent for some considerable time but our notes will be updated as and when
the alternative route reopens.
Vol 1 & Vol 2 Walk's 27 64 - 66
Due to the construction of a large reservoir on the Paúl da Serra plateau, scheduled for completion in
2020, the following walking routes are shown as amended or closed. Those affected are as follows:
Walk 27 Levada do Paúl Cristo Rei Fatima Chapel, Rabaçal
This route is closed from Wp7 where the channel crosses the regional road until it reaches the chapel
of Nossa Senhora de Fátima and the Rabaçal car park on the ER105 at Wp.8.
As an alternative route, follow the notes until reaching the regional road at Wp.7 turning right for 300
metres to the junction with the ER105. Turning left from here, it's around 1 kilometre to Wp.8 at the
Rabaçal car park.
Note: the changes to the timings and distance from the original notes are negligible.
Walk 64 Calheta Slopes -. Levada da Rocha Vermelha Levada Nova Estrela da Calheta
This route is temporarily closed due to extensive construction work around Wp.3 where the trail
becomes impassable in the area of the riverbed and Levada da Rocha Vermelha.
Walk 66 Rabaçal: Ribeira Grande -Lajeado - Paúl da Serra
This walking trail is impassible beyond Wp. 10. As an alternative we suggest two options: (1) to follow
the trail to Pico Rabaçal as a (linear out and back) or, (2) to head in an easterly direction from Wp.9
following the broad moorland path until it reaches the ER209. Turning right here, it is around 800
metres to the cross roads with the ER105 and turning right, passing the Jungle Rain Restaurant, the
original trail can be picked up again from Wp.17 to return to the starting point. This alternative section
is around 4.8 kms in total making the timings and distances with the original notes negligible.
Levada dos Rabacas Landscapes of Madeira & Rother Madeira
Map reference 04-05W, 44-45N. The main tunnel (1.5km) on the levada is closed and the paths
approaching the tunnel have become overgrown. It seems unlikely that this route will ever reopen.
-------------------------------For further information of closures and conditioned sections of the Officially Recommended Walking
Routes go to www.visitmadeira.pt “Notice to Walkers”

